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2009 Freescale i.MX515, Apple A4 in iPhone 4, etc.

**x86 Eden:**
2006 Via Eden ULV, etc.

**ppc32 G4:** Freescale e600, etc.
### Intel/AMD, low-power:

#### x86 Atom:
- 2008 Intel Atom Z520 (2W),
- 2009 Intel Atom N280 (2.5W),
- 2011 Intel Atom Z670 (3W),
- 2012 Intel Atom Z2460 (1W?), etc.

#### amd64 Atom:
- 2009 Intel Atom D510 (13W),
- 2010 Intel Atom N455 (6.5W), etc.

#### amd64 Bobcat:
- 2011 AMD E-450 (18W), etc.

### Other manufacturers, low-power:

#### armeabi ARM11:
- 2006 TI OMAP 2420 in Nokia N280, etc.

#### armeabi Tegra 2:
- 2010 NVIDIA Tegra 2 in Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1, etc.

#### armeabi Cortex A8:
- 2009 Freescale i.MX515, Apple A4 in iPhone 4, etc.

#### x86 Eden:
- 2006 Via Eden ULV, etc.

#### ppc32 G4:
- Freescale e600, etc.

---

Not a comprehensive list.

Fujitsu K Computer uses sparc64 CPUs.

PlayStation 3 and many supercomputers use ppc64 CPUs.

Many routers use mips32 CPUs.

Many small devices use 16-bit or 8-bit CPUs.

See XBX for benchmarks.
Other manufacturers, low-power:

**armeabi ARM11:**
2006 TI OMAP 2420 in Nokia N280, etc.

**armeabi Tegra 2:**
2010 NVIDIA Tegra 2 in Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1, etc.

**armeabi Cortex A8:**
2009 Freescale i.MX515, Apple A4 in iPhone 4, etc.

**x86 Eden:**
2006 Via Eden ULV, etc.

**ppc32 G4:** Freescale e600, etc.

Not a comprehensive list.
Fujitsu K Computer uses sparc64 CPUs.
PlayStation 3 and many supercomputers use ppc64 CPUs.
Many routers use mips32 CPUs.
Many small devices use 16-bit or 8-bit CPUs.
See XBX for benchmarks.
Other manufacturers, low-power:

 **armeabi ARM11:**
2006 TI OMAP 2420 in Nokia N280, etc.

 **armeabi Tegra 2:**
2010 NVIDIA Tegra 2 in Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1, etc.

 **armeabi Cortex A8:**
2009 Freescale i.MX515, Apple A4 in iPhone 4, etc.

 **x86 Eden:**
2006 Via Eden ULV, etc.

 **ppc32 G4:** Freescale e600, etc.

Not a comprehensive list.

Fujitsu K Computer uses sparc64 CPUs.

PlayStation 3 and many supercomputers use ppc64 CPUs.

Many routers use mips32 CPUs.

Many small devices use 16-bit or 8-bit CPUs. See XBX for benchmarks.
Other manufacturers, low-power:

**armeabi ARM11:**
2006 TI OMAP 2420 in Nokia N280, etc.

**armeabi Tegra 2:**
2010 NVIDIA Tegra 2 in Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1, etc.

**armeabi Cortex A8:**
2009 Freescale i.MX515, Apple A4 in iPhone 4, etc.

**x86 Eden:**
2006 Via Eden ULV, etc.

**ppc32 G4:** Freescale e600, etc.

Not a comprehensive list.

Fujitsu K Computer uses sparc64 CPUs.

PlayStation 3 and many supercomputers use ppc64 CPUs.

Many routers use mips32 CPUs.

Many small devices use 16-bit or 8-bit CPUs.

See XBX for benchmarks.
arm64  Cortex A8
arm64  Bulldozer
arm64  Bobcat
arm64  Nano
arm64  Atom
x86  Atom
x86  Eden
ppc32  G4
armeabi  Cortex A8
armeabi  Tegra 2
armeabi  ARM11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycles per byte</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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nanetsu; 4 x 3100MHz; 2011 Intel Core i5-2400; amd64; SB+AES (206a7); supercop-20120310

b6sandy; 2 x 2100MHz; 2011 Intel Core i3-2310M; amd64; Sandy Bridge (206a7); supercop-20120310

bridge; 2 x 2100MHz; 2011 Intel Core i3-2310M; amd64; Sandy Bridge (206a7); supercop-20120310

hydra2; 4 x 2400MHz; 2010 Intel Xeon E5620; amd64; Westmere+AES (206c2); supercop-20120310

bazanga; 2 x 2800MHz; 2010 Intel Pentium G6950; amd64; Westmere (20652); supercop-20111120

dragon; 8 x 2000MHz; 2009 Intel Xeon E5504; amd64; Nehalem (106a5); supercop-20120310

cobaltnaga; 8 x 2400MHz; 2009 Intel Xeon E5530; amd64; Nehalem (106a5); supercop-20110929

sto02; 2 x 1995MHz; 2010 Intel Xeon E5503; amd64; Nehalem (106a5); supercop-20120310

sto01; 2 x 1995MHz; 2010 Intel Xeon E5503; amd64; Nehalem (106a5); supercop-20120310

web02; 4 x 2128MHz; 2009 Intel Xeon E5506; amd64; Nehalem (106a5); supercop-20120310

web01; 4 x 2128MHz; 2009 Intel Xeon E5506; amd64; Nehalem (106a5); supercop-20120310

boing; 2 x 3000MHz; 2008 Intel Core 2 Duo E8400; amd64; C2 45nm (1067a); supercop-20120310

floodyberry; 2 x 2500MHz; 2008 Intel Pentium E5200; amd64; C2 45nm (1067a); supercop-20120310

berlekamp; 4 x 2833MHz; 2008 Intel Core 2 Quad Q9550; amd64; C2 45nm (10677); supercop-20120310

jos; 4 x 2494MHz; 2007 Intel Xeon E5420; amd64; C2 45nm (10676); supercop-20120219

gcc14; 8 x 2992MHz; 2007 Intel Xeon X5450; amd64; C2 45nm (10676); supercop-20120310

giant5; 8 x 2666MHz; 2007 Intel Xeon E5450; amd64; C2 45nm (10676); supercop-20120707

katana; 2 x 2137MHz; 2006 Intel Core 2 Duo E6400; amd64; C2 65nm (8f6); supercop-20120310

la tour; 4 x 2394MHz; 2007 Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600; amd64; C2 65nm (8f6); supercop-20120310

nargues; 4 x 2404MHz; 2007 Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600; amd64; C2 65nm (8f6); supercop-20120310

utrecht; 4 x 2405MHz; 2007 Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600; amd64; C2 65nm (8f6); supercop-20120310

trident; 2 x 2000MHz; 2007 Intel Core 2 Duo T7300; amd64; C2 65nm (8f6); supercop-20120310

hydra4; 4 x 2600MHz; 2011 AMD A6-3650; amd64; K10 32nm (300f10); supercop-20120310

hydra5; 4 x 2900MHz; 2011 AMD A8-3850; amd64; K10 32nm (300f10); supercop-20120310

phenom; 6 x 2800MHz; 2010 AMD Phenom II X6 1055T; amd64; K10 45nm (100fa0); supercop-20120310

hydra3; 6 x 3300MHz; 2010 AMD Phenom II X6 1100T; amd64; K10 45nm (100fa0); supercop-20120310

agamemnon; 6 x 3200MHz; 2010 AMD Phenom II X6 1090T; amd64; K10 45nm (100fa0); supercop-20111120

hydra1; 6 x 3200MHz; 2010 AMD Phenom II X6 1090T; amd64; K10 45nm (100fa0); supercop-20120310

ranger; 4 x 2200MHz; 2008 AMD Phenom 9550; amd64; K10 65nm (100f23); supercop-20120310

gcc16; 8 x 2194MHz; 2008 AMD Opteron 8354; amd64; K10 65nm (100f23); supercop-20120310